
Don’t just see the world ... experience it!

UK

Europe

Worldwide

Dracup’s Cottage in 
Shropshire

Enjoy your stay in this 
unique accommodation, 
making for a memorable 

stay in the market town of 
Bridgnorth

from £180 per night

The Cypriot Grape 
Escape in Troodos 

Mountains
Learn about Cyprus’ rich 
history, visit authentic 
wineries, and taste the 

exquisite wine of this region

form £56pp

Thailand Off the Beaten 
Track 11 Day Adventure

Discover the beauty 
across Thailand as a local 

would, proving to be a 
truly unforgettable off the 
beaten track experience

from £875pp

An Authentic 
Immersion into 

Mauritius
This 2-week holiday will 

leave you wanting to relive 
it - experience Mauritius 

like never before!

from £2263pp

City Break in Rome

Visit the highlights of 
this beautiful city whilst 

immersing yourself in many 
aspects of the local culture

from £312pp

Morning Food 
Tasting Walk in Ibiza
Taste a mixture of sweet and 

savoury food & drinks that 
represent Ibiza’s culinary 
world in a surprising way

from £68pp

Discover Thailand 
like a Local

This 12-day adventure  
immerses you in the 

culture, cuisine and lifestyle 
of Thailand like never 

before

from £1325pp

Hiking in the 
Yucatan Peninsula

Hike through the Mayan 
jungle in Mexico to meet 

local communities, hidden 
cenotes and ancient 

haciendas 

from £620pp

Buittle Castle in 
Scotland - Lady 
Maxwell’s Room

The dense history and 
beautiful surroundings 
are sure to make for an 

amazing stay

from £120 per night

Mindful Walking 
Retreat in Wales

This 3 day walking retreat is 
a perfect weekend break for 
all, exploring the untouched 

natural world

from £345pp

Unique Safari Tent 
in Northern Ireland

Stay in the gorgeous Safari 
Tent in Bluebell Lane, right 
at the foot of the majestic 

Slieve Gullion mountain

from £135 per night

Authenic Yoga 
Retreat in Algarve

Get away from your 
every day life & enjoy this 

tranquil yoga retreat, giving 
you time to relax whilst 

enjoying the scenery

from £858pp
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